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P to S July 20, 1938
Dear Sam,
A letter from Carol said the box of pictures I sent are there.
They are the best I think I have of the western ones. The smaller
one was turned down at the Phila. exhibit last Dec. along with
another smaller one I have here. I can send other western
pictures if you want them.
Am pretty busy with the teaching with two more weeks to
go after this one. Pretty decent summer weather so far, the heat
does not last long when we have it. I mean very warm. Has been
up to 100 degrees a few times only.
I got some western pictures back from Chicago where they
have been for two years. They look funny and I wonder how I
could make them that way, so evident mistakes, but that is the
way.
I have decided that I can’t put folding legs on the paint
boxes that would be substantial. On large box as these boxes
are (16X20) must be solid on legs to hold up in wind with a
canvas to catch it. When I get time will proceed with the brass
fixtures to hold legs as in my old box. Just now when I had given
up the folding legs a new idea comes to mind for doing it that
would be solid. I will experiment with that idea. (Elaborate
drawing in letter) Here it is. If this idea had dawned on me last
winter I might have had it all done. Dotted line shows box. Leg
clamp in position for work, and leg clamp folded under box, right.
To get proper slant of leg for stability on ground clam can be
shifted on bolt.
Looks like a big corn crop. Rains coming regularly. Largest
corn is tasseling. Corn worth around $.50.
Doesn’t seem to be much to write. Family reunion last
Sunday at Fox Ridge State Park. Forty to fifty there. Rained all
day but we were in a building put up by the park. It seems that
these state parks are under national parks supervision as there
is a national man there.
Have to get to town for this afternoon session. Class more
than 20 most of time.
Yours truly,
Paul

p.s. My girl friend is in Europe now, Germany at this date going
up the Rhine, Switzerland, Italy, France, England, back to N.Y.
Aug. 20.

